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Murano is a short boat trip north of the historic city of Venice. More or less circular in outline and just 1.5 km (0.9 miles)
from one side to the other, Murano is, in truth, a collection of 7 islands, albeit very close together and separated by
waterways. In this it is a bit like a smaller, simpler version of Venice, as that city was founded on 117 islands crossed by a
network of 177 canals. The Murano waterways are all appreciably wider than most of the canals in Venice, and they are of
great importance to the community of 5000 people who live there.
The history of Murano is as old as Venice itself, first settled at least as long ago as the Roman era, and then by local people
fleeing from Germanic invaders during the fall of the Roman Empire. The islands of the lagoon including Murano offered
a safe haven from the Huns, Goths, and Lombards, who were not noted for their seafaring prowess. During the first
millennium, Murano developed, first as a fishing port, then as a producer of salt and as a trading center. But it could never
match the potential of Venice itself, and gradually that was where all trade and influence gravitated, and Murano became
something of a backwater.
Venice prospered to such an extent that by the late 13th century it had become not just a city, but a city state of immense
power, trading throughout Europe and as far as the Middle East. Its authority stretched to the mainland and across the
Adriatic, and of course led to its domination of the islands of the lagoon including Murano. But ironically, this great
economic success of Venice was now to gift a crucial lifeline to Murano.
Just one of Venice's many sources of income was as a glass manufacturing center, a craft recorded as long ago as the 10th
century AD. But the seat of Venice's power was a city crammed full of buildings, the majority of which were wooden. In
the late 13th century a medieval equivalent of 'Health and Safety' came into force; Venice's Government had recognized
that the open furnaces necessary for glass manufacture posed a serious fire hazard to the confined island city. An
uncontrolled fire sweeping through the city would have destroyed all that Venice had achieved in the previous centuries. It
could have wiped it out. So, in 1291, it was decreed that Venice's glass manufacture should be moved to the less built up,
neighboring island of Murano.
And here the industry prospered, as leading craftsmen moved there. The island's wealth grew as the reputation of the island
as a center of manufacturing excellence and innovation spread worldwide. Window glass panes made in Murano were
considered the largest and clearest in Europe. For a long time, all mirror production was exclusive to Murano. And some
say that the invention of spectacles took place here. Glass from the island was soon to be found throughout the royal palaces
and mansions of Europe. And keen to preserve a virtual monopoly in quality glass which the island enjoyed, the skills were
jealously protected. Murano manufacturers were accorded some of the highest rights and privileges in the region.
Conversely, there were sometimes severe penalties for any who tried to leave the island and use their knowledge to establish
glassworks in other parts of Europe.
For centuries, people associated glass-blowing to Murano glass. However, it is thought that Murano glassmakers initially
inspired themselves to ancient crafts produced in Syria, Palestine, Greece, and especially Rome.
However, by the XIV Century Venice was the leader in the art of glass making. This was due mainly to two reasons. One
the one side, to its twelve glass factories producing everyday objects. On the other side, to the decline of the Islamic
production to which Venice itself contributed.
In the XV Century, however, one thing in particular lead to the definitive success of the Venetian glass production: the
invention of clear glass by Angelo Barovier. For the first time, glass was transparent and pure like rock crystal.
However, the success of Murano Glass didn’t come just from the brilliant intuition of one man in the XV Century. In fact,
the XVI Century saw the birth of several new techniques such as the “ghiacciato”, or iced glass, and the “filigrana”, or
filigree, which is still very popular today. Ghiacciato (frozen) or ghiaccio (ice), is a glass with a surface having a kind of
"craquelure".
The effect is obtained by plunging the semi-finished article into water for just a few seconds when it is still hot (about 800°
Celsius) and then exposing it to the heat of the furnace again. This process can be repeated several times when a more
marked effect is required. The sudden cooling of the surface, while the innermost mass is still in the molten state, determines
a powerful and non-uniform contraction of the volume in a thin layer, that thus exhibits apparent breakages similar to a
spider's web. The subsequent reheating of the item eliminates any residual tensions: this prevents the extensions of these
surface cracks. This technique has been known since antiquity and was much in use in the 16th Century in the production
of glasses and bowls. It was used in the early twentieth century in the production of lighting fixtures that enhance its very
special features for the distribution of light.
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Filigrana' is a traditional technique, which dates back to the 16th century. Long glass rods (transparent, colored or lattimo
glass) are superimposed, intertwined and fused. The rod is wrapped around a glass cylinder and blown into shape and /or
formed with glass-making tools. There are different variants of the 'Filigrana' technique. They differ slightly in material and
technology. To name but a few there are "a mezza filigrana", "a reticello", and "a retortoli / zanfirico". ("mezza filigrana" and
"reticello" are made of glass rods with a single thread of colored glass in the center. "a mezza filigrana" consists of one layer,
"reticello" consists of several layers which overlap crosswise. "a retortoli / zanfirico" contains glass rods which are twisted
into a spiral.) Antonio Sanquirico used this technique very often in the 19th Century and since then it carries his name. In
the 50s and 60s, Archimede Seguso enhanced the Sanquirico technique. He created the 'merletti' technique based on the
'retortoli' technique.
It was during this time that the shift from artisanal to artistic production took place, delivering new shapes, colors and
combinations highlighting the glass masters’ skills. In the seventeenth Century, Murano glass artisans invented the
“avventurina”, an extremely complicated process for creating a shiny and rock-hard vitreous paste. However, this century
also saw an emigration of glassmakers from Murano to other parts of Europe.
This migration came as a result of financial difficulties that struck the Serenissima after two crises. Firstly, a devastating
plague in 1630 which decimated the population in Venice. Secondly, the birth of Bohemian glass which made competition
harder than ever.
Over the decades, the ever-increasing appreciation for Bohemian glass in Europe put the Murano glass industry on its
knees. However, in the middle of the XVIII Century, Giuseppe Briati got hold of the secrets of the Bohemian production.
Briati adapted this new knowledge to the Murano artisans’ fantasy and expertise, helping the Murano glass industry to
survive the crisis. Briati’s greatest merit, however, is the invention of the famous glass chandeliers with multiple crystal arms,
decorated with festoons, leaves and multicolored flowers, which boosted once more Murano’s popularity.
Apart from chandeliers, the demand grew also for engraved and decorated Murano mirrors, whose complex procedure was
known since the XVI century.
After the fall of the Serenissima in 1797, the Venetian guilds of arts and trades were abolished by Napoleon in 1806 and
from 1815, when Austria took over, Bohemian products flooded the markets.
Many Murano glass masters emigrated, and countless secrets and techniques were lost. Apart from a constant beads
production, the depression forced many glass furnaces to close: in 1820 only 16 furnaces were left and only 5 of those
produced blown glass.
Here, particularly skilled and proud glass masters reacted to the crisis with innovation and revival of ancient techniques:
researches on chalcedony and murrine, and the rediscovery of filigree and aventurine, sparked the rebirth that took place in
the second half of the XIX century.
In the 1860s, Toso and Salviati furnaces produced ever more complex works testifying their incredible skills, producing
crafts of unrivaled beauty and complexity. These pieces got displayed and admired in exhibitions worldwide, making
Murano once again the center of artistic glass production.
In the 1900s, furnaces began doing occasional works together with artists and designers, but in 1921 Venini decided to
create the role of “artistic director”: the union between art, design and the Murano masters’ skills produced a great variety
of forms of expression and styles.
Since then, artists such as Guido Cadorin, Alfredo Barbini, Umberto Bellotto, Carlo Scarpa, and many others, began
working on glass production with growing frequency. The works resulting from this union won prizes and awards at the
Biennale and many international exhibitions.
After WWII, both the newly invented “submerged” glass technique (the overlapping of multiple layers of transparent glass)
and the traditional blown glass technique worked using the “mano volante” (freehand), delivered once more pieces of
outstanding quality and beauty.
The last big revolution took place in the 80s, when Murano glass masters, on one hand, felt the need to make their own
creations rather than just producing the ideas of others, and on the other hand artists decided to teach themselves the art
of glass making and glass blowing or to work in close contact with the masters to have a tight control over the making of
their ideas and concepts.
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Today, most of the Murano Glass production is imagined, designed, crafted, and priced for the luxury market. In fact,
marvelous Murano glass crafts are often used to decorate 5-stars hotel and mansions around the world.
There are, of course, also smaller and more affordable authentic Murano glass creations. Such crafts include bracelets,
earrings, necklaces, and glasses.
Everyone knows how glass looks like and its physical characteristics… but how is it made? New techniques have been
invented and others have been improved over many centuries, but the basics of Murano glass production are still those of
over 600 years ago.
Raw Material
Sand: silica 70%
Soda: sodium carbonate
Chile saltpeter: sodium nitrate
The raw materials are mixed together in the heat-resistant crucible and then fused in a kiln that can reach up to 1.400°C.
The Murano glass in its basic composition is colorless. The colors are obtained by adding small amounts of minerals, oxides,
and chemical derivatives to the base composition of the glass powder.
The kilns, “fornaci”, used nowadays on Murano have a large crucible of maximum capacity between 20-25 quintals. Out of
interest a ‘Quintal’ is a unit of weight equal to 100kgs. There are also kilns made up of a number of smaller crucibles (with
capacity varying from 10kg to 2 quintals), the smaller crucibles being used for colored and opalescent glass. Modern-day
kilns on Murano are equipped with heat retainers and with equipment that makes it possible to control temperature and
the rate of fuel combustion. Raw materials used for creating Murano glass are fused in a kiln at a temperature of 1400°C.
When the elements are fused together, the temperature of the viscous paste is lowered from 1400°C to 1100°C. At this
point, the paste is removed from the oven as it is “solid” enough to be shaped by the glass artisan. When the artisan is done
with his creation, he lets the glass set at a temperature of 500-600°C. The glass must be cooled slowly. In fact, since glass is
a poor conductor of heat, the inner and outer surfaces tend to cool at different rates. If the process happens too quickly,
tensions within the glass can lead it to crack. Even some time after it has cooled completely. This slow cooling process takes
place in what are known as “annealing ovens”, where the temperature is slowly decreased.
There are some raw materials, called flux or melting agents, which soften at lower temperatures. Sodium oxide, for example,
slows down the solidification process. Therefore, it is often used in Murano for doing freehand glasswork or “a mano
volante”. This way, in fact, the glassmaker has more time to shape the material. Other raw materials often added to glass
mixtures are sodium, nitrate, and arsenic. Sodium, for example, is used to make the glass surface opaque. Nitrate and arsenic,
on the other hand, help to eliminate bubbles within the glass. Other substances are added to glass mixtures to either color
or opacify the final product.
The cluster of islands known as Murano emerges from a vast expanse of lagoon north of Venice. For many centuries, the
shimmering waters outside the local glass workshops have inspired its world-famous artisans, and today, Murano remains
synonymous with glass. Glassblowers came to be located on Murano for two reasons. The first was to minimize fire risk in
Venice itself. The great number of glass-firing ovens—which regularly reached some 1500 degrees Celsius—produced
beautiful glass objects but also initiated fires in the city. In the 1270s, city officials began to transfer glass workshops from
the center of Venice to Murano to minimize risk.
The second reason to relocate glassmakers to Murano was probably political. Murano glassmaking techniques were being
leaked across Europe, and glassmakers who were hidden away on Murano allowed the Republic to control the production
and export of glass, ensuring that their trade secrets remained on the island. Glassmakers faced steep fines or even
imprisonment if they traveled outside the Republic, though interestingly, glassmakers from Dalmatia, Bohemia, and
elsewhere were occasionally authorized to work on Murano. Until the sixteenth century, Murano held a monopoly on
European glassmaking, and their stunning creations brought them renown across the world.
In the 1920s, art nouveau slowly got replaced by more modern styles with simpler, cleaner, and more functional designs. Art
deco took the center stage and with it came less decorated objects with softer lines and more focus on glassware as part of
interior design, not a piece of art in and of itself. A new company, Vetri Soffiati Muranesi Capellin Venini, founded in 1921
under Vittorio Zecchin as its head designer became the champion of this style.
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A little later, in the late 1920s to early 1930s, another important trend arose in Murano. The trend was glass animals, which
remain popular even today. Other important innovations championed in 1930s and continued in early 1940s were
production of glass statues of female nudes and classical figures of gods, engraving on glass, modern lighting fixtures,
perfectly proportioned transparent glass tableware, and the invention of vetro sommerso? a technique allowing to produce
thick glassware with one color on the outside and another on the inside. During World War II the industry did not thrive,
but as soon as the war was over the glass masters of Murano returned to their art and created pieces deeply rooted in interior
design trends of that time with focus on minimalism, functionality, and simplicity. From that point onwards Murano saw
continued exploration of styles and techniques striving to find a happy medium between the technical mastery and the
outline, color, and decoration. Murano now created the art trends as opposed to following them in the years past.
Loredano Rosin, Murano Master glass artist was born in Venice on January 10, 1936. He began his professional and life
adventure in the Murano glass industry in 1948 when his family moved from the historic center of Venice to the nearby
island where his father Giovanni, "Nane Nose ", was employed as a blower in the processing of chemicals at the Franchetti
furnace.
At thirteen, Loredano was immediately employed in the Domus glassware facility, then specialized in the manufacture of
traditional Venetian chandeliers, employed by the teacher "Cocui Saor" (nee Romano Zanetti), to pursue him and learn his
trade.
After a long training, through which Rosin learned techniques and secrets of glass art, from 1961 his career in the furnace
has a rapid progress and, in that year, he began working as a servant at the Luigi Pinzan glassware factory, which specializes
in creating ornaments in solid glass. However, thanks to his innate manual dexterity Loredano was promoted to master
within a short space of time.
Later, he worked for a short time at the furnace of the Ikos Costantini brothers before opening his own furnace, in 1964,
called The Artvet together with his friend Giuliano Mantoan and then, with his brother Mirco: The ARTVET, with its
multifaceted production (vases , clowns, ashtray, cups) was based on the solid glass processing. Immediately after the
opening of the new Loredano glassware furnace he employed his new assistant, his younger brother Dino, so from that
moment he will always be next in line.
Dino Rosin was born in Venice, Italy on May 30, 1948. His family moved to the glassmaking island of Murano when he
was only two months old. At the age of twelve, he left school and began work as an apprentice at the Barovier and Toso
glass factory where he remained until he joined his brothers, Loredano and Mirko, at their factory, Artvet, in 1963.Dino
continued to work at Artvet until 1975 when he moved to Loredano's newly established studio as his assistant. There Dino
collaborated with his brother for almost 20 years.
He was Loredano's right hand man in the "piazza" and a master in his own right in cold work. In 1988, Dino Rosin was
invited to Pilchuck Glass School in the state of Washington to teach solid freehand glass sculpture with Loredano and the
American glass artist, William Morris.
Then in 1992, Loredano met an untimely death in a boating accident. Dino assumed the role of "maestro" and began
single-handedly to produce his brother's old designs and ultimately his own. His skillful use of "calcedonia" glass is unique
and makes his pieces recognizable and highly collectable. Dino Rosin uses the ancient technique of "calcedonia" coloration
for his glass works of art. Each sculpture has its own unique coloration, not to be duplicated. Colors range from bright
yellows to deep purples, varying on the materials used, temperature and duration of the glass in the furnace. There are many
styles to choose from but no two are ever identical. In Dino Rosin's works, the designs are similar but colors will always
vary.
Dino Rosin's work is shown in many galleries throughout the United States. His first personal appearance tour in America
in 1993 was a great success and he has continued to visit galleries to much acclaim. He has made several gallery appearances
through the States, culminating in a one-man show at the prestigious Corning Museum in Corning, New York.
Albeit for only three weeks, Loredano Rosin worked alongside the master Ermanno Nason, who remained impressed by
his skill in processing and his modeling technique; This brief parenthesis next to Nason transforms his way of approaching
the subject. Then more in vogue it was the ideal material to create true works of art.
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Ermanno Nason was born in Murano on July 21st, 1928 in one of the islands oldest families of master glassmakers. He
made his first acquaintance with his father Italo’s glass furnace at the tender age of ten. He began working while still at
elementary school and his passion for glass was so strong that every day, after school, he went to his father’s glass furnace.
Notwithstanding the rigour of glass making he always found him satisfied and content with his work.
After Ermanno left elementary school he divided his time between glass furnaces and the apprentice glassmakers school
“Abate Zanetti”, then run by Professor Vittorio Zecchin. During this period, he worked and learned his trade in various
firms, including Pinzan & Cimarrosti where he was proclaimed master glassmaker at 18.
In his youth, Ermanno also worked at the glass furnace of Mazzega I.V.R. cooperating on Egidio Costantini’s great project
that brought together extraordinary artists drawn from the various fine arts – painters, sculptors and master glassmaker –
and to which Jacques Cocteau, in 1958, gave the name “Fucina degli Angeli”.
As he himself related during an interview, this experience launched him on his own personal research into glass working
and afforded him further possibilities of working alongside world renowned painters and sculptors. And in fact, Ermanno
was to work with all the great artists of his time from Marc Chagall to Oscar Kokoschka, from Pablo Picasso to Renato
Guttuso, from Jacques Cocteau to Braque, from Jan Arp to Max Ernst, from Autun Motika to Alexander Calder and many
others.
The difficulties faced in the Second World War were not so much the result of economic straits as the crisis that befell
artistic work in Murano, the island of handcrafted glass. Furnaces were converted to produce molded glasses, for which
there was large market demand at the time, and to which the maestro had to resign himself.
However, in the post-war “Ermanno Nason, this impassioned researcher and craftsman, more than anyone else came to
represent the commingling of elements, styles, arguments and techniques. The art historian may attempt to give order and
sense to such creations, but they escape neat categories and rebuff any type of classification.
After a number of years as a self-employed artist, Ermanno accepted the role of first master at the furnace of Gino
Cenedese & Figlio, but later returned to work for himself. He gave up productive work in 1993 when a fire destroyed both
his factory and many works of inestimable value forcing him to definitively abandon the art of glass working.
Up until his death in January 2013 he spent all his free time painting.
“Taking on the work of such a gifted and versatile artist, one endowed with a great sensibility, and especially one who had
the temerity to venture into very insidious territories, veritable minefields that would have dissuaded anybody else;
attempting to empathize with such an insatiable curiosity, fueled by an exceptional mastery of the material, or even
attempting to distinguish original from imitative works, is a virtually impossible task”.
“Ermanno received numerous and enticing offers to work abroad but he always refused them for two reasons. First, he was
unwilling to leave Murano, its furnaces, and the light and atmosphere of the lagoon to which he owed so much and to which
he was very attached. But above all he was reluctant to disclose secrets and procedures which he believed were not only his
own but also part and parcel of a collective heritage, the result of a centuries-old tradition, that deserved to be conserved
and transmitted. Although this choice went against the grain, he never had any hesitations or second thoughts, and in the
light of later developments we must deem this choice as a generous sacrifice made for a sincere love for his home and
people”.
The turning point in Loredano Rosin’s artistic career took place in 1965 when he met Egidio Costantini , who asked him
to cooperate with the "Forge of Angels" in the construction of glass works designed or conceived by the greatest artists,
national and international, contemporary artists of the moment: Consisting of amongst others Picasso, Chagall, Ernst Arp,
from Kokoshka to Cocteau to pass Italians Fontana, Licata, Guidi, and Guttuso.
Egidio Costantini was born in Brindisi on April 22, 1912. When his father died in 1918, he moved to Venice with his
family and studied at a technical college, where he obtained a radiotelegraph operator’s licence. He initially worked at the
Circolo Motonautico of Venice, but upon the onset of World War II, he found a job as a clerk at the Banca Commerciale
and studied for a degree in botany in his free time at the University of Parma. In 1945 he moved to Carnia and started
working with the natural wood sources in the surrounding area. It was here that the artist first developed an interest in
working with glass.
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Before embarking on his own glassmaking career, Costantini began as an agent for several Murano glass factories in Venice,
which allowed him to work with master glassblowers and learn the intricacies of the trade. He wanted to elevate the craft
of glassblowing to the same level as sculpture or painting, so he mediated collaborations between glassblowers and artists
to create glass sculptures based on drawings made by contemporary artists. He subsequently began to work with a group of
Venetian artists and from this stemmed the founding in 1950 of the Centro Studio Pittori nell’Arte del Vetro di Murano.
Four years later, he went to Paris to promote his project to the most famous artists of the time, and this led to collaborations
with, as mentioned previously, Alexander Calder, Gino Severini, Pablo Picasso, Jean Arp, Max Ernst, and others.
In 1955 the Centro Studio dissolved, and Costantini opened his own gallery in Venice, the Fucina degli Angeli. After
opening to initial success, the gallery was forced to shut in 1958 but reopened in 1961 thanks to financial help from Peggy
Guggenheim, who exhibited the work of the Fucina in her Venetian palace. There followed numerous shows, both in Italy
and abroad, in the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1990s Constantini was considered the “master of the masters,” or the one person
who could teach artists how to transform their work into glass sculptures. In 2000 an exhibition of Fucina works was held
in Tolmezzo, and another in Innsbruck in 2003. Costantini died in Venice on October 8, 2007.
To continue, until 1974 Loredano, thanks to this and other important collaborations, became one of the leading glass
executors of the ideas of great artists and - simultaneously - can develop a personal and autonomous artistic vision finally
free from the Murano tradition in vogue until now.
From 1968 to 1974 he was the first teacher at "Salviati & Co." and collaborated with renowned artists such as Claire
Falkenstein, Betha and Teff Sarasin.
In 1975, with his brother Dino, presented the study "Vetreria Artistica Loredano Rosin" in which he was finally free to
create sculptures of great beauty in glass, using techniques and types of glass and rediscovering the use of Chalcedony which
had been lost over time.
To explain what Rosin was rediscovering, chalcedony glass was originally a part of a Venetian movement to rediscover
ancient artistic techniques, with Murano Glass masters trying to recreate glassware from antiquity. Ancient Roman
glassware created in Alexandria, Egypt attracted their attention with its streaks of rich colors in natural patterns similar to
chalcedony mineral.
In addition, prices of jewelry and decorative items made of semi-precious stones such as chalcedony, malachite, agate, and
onyx were very high in the fourteenth and fifteenth century, and Murano's masters strove to offer a cheaper alternative with
the same distinctive features of natural stones.
Hence Calcedonio or Chalcedony glass-making technique was invented in the middle of the fifteenth century. This
technique involves mixing scraps of colored and white opaline or iridescent glass and Cristallo glass and fusing them
together under high temperatures. Once the pieces fuse completely, various mineral oxides are added repeatedly to the glass
mixture and dispersed to create unique color effects. These may include cobalt oxide to achieve blue colors, nitrate of silver
for matte appearance, potassium oxide, and others.
Finally, the objects are blown from the mixture into the desired form, and characteristic color streaks obtained by using
mineral oxides become even more pronounced as the glass curves during this process.
Chalcedony glass enjoyed great popularity among the wealthy within and outside the Venetian Republic in the fifteenth
and sixteenth century due to its exotic chromatic effects and the look that imitated expensive semi-precious stones. It was
used to create cups, pitchers, goblets, bowls and various other tableware, as well as decorative pieces for the noble homes,
such as vases and sculptures. Later during seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Murano masters started adding molten
Avventurina glass to chalcedony vitreous paste, in order to add sparkly accents to the look.
As with so many Murano Glass techniques, the recipe for making chalcedony glass was lost at the end of the eighteenth
century. Luckily, in the middle of the nineteenth century a glass master on Murano named Lorenzo Radi rediscovered the
secret of making the chalcedony glass paste that was used to achieve the looks very similar to the ones created in the
sixteenth century. A precursor to the chalcedony glass revival of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, Radi's style
focused on simple linear forms, letting the beautiful chromatic combinations and veined designs take the center stage.
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Contemporary Murano glass artists took interest in the potential of chalcedony glass and Radi's designs, and have been
creating contemporary art glass pieces in chalcedony techniques, which one may see in various galleries and private
residences. This makes chalcedony one of the oldest decorative glass-making techniques that are still in use today.
Alternate to the crystal, chalcedony (created with the addition of silver nitrate in the mass in the process of melting glass in
order to create in the fluidity of streaks of some semi-precious stones, and in particular zoned agate) soon becomes the basis
on which to model all-round a series of extraordinary works characterized by a molded plastic, soft and supple, which
arouse immediately decreeing the public's interest, in addition, its rise to the top of artistic production in Murano.
Favoring a personal approach and independent artistic production, from his discontinued experience with the "Forge of
Angels" Rosin rejected any collaboration with other artists but, over time, he made rare and specific exceptions: in 1983
working with Pippo Madé on the enchanted crib , the first work exhibited in Cathedral of Monreale in Palermo and later
(1984), in the Upper Basilica of St. Francis in Assisi. While some works testify to the contribution, he gave to creating
sculptures in glass and decorated with engraved designs by the Venetian Vincenzo Eulisse.
1985 is the year in which Loredano Rosin comes from domestic fields to begin a series of international exhibitions of great
success, first in the United States, gaining immediately a huge success in Philadelphia with the first solo exhibition of new
works at the Dorothy Lerner gallery , followed a year later by another show at the Adele Rosen Gallery in Santa Barbara
in California and one in London at Knightsbridge Interiors.
In the wake of the consensus obtained in 1987 he took another set of his sculptures to Tokyo Japan, and the following year
is again the United States to inaugurate, with his teaching, the first course of sculpture in solid glass at Pilchuck glass School
in Seattle; at the end of the course, also in Seattle (Sutton-White Gallery) exhibited his works in the lectures; during the
same year he exhibited solo in Toronto, at the Joseph Carrier Art Gallery.
1989 is the year in which Loredano Rosin is chosen to represent the artistic production as a lecturer of a Murano event
"International Glass" in conjunction with the 19th Annual Symposium of Glass Art Society in Toronto, Canada, an event
which also sees his memorable live demonstration; in the same year he took his sculptures to Norway, the exhibition
"Murano Glass: 1400-1989" at the Kunstindustrimuseet Oslo.
Unfortunately, a tragic accident in 1991 in the Venice winter lagoon ended the life of this very talented artist.
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Lot 1

FANCIULLO CLEAR
A highly detailed figure of a seated
child in clear glass with black base.
Approx.

L

13cm
Est.

W

15cm

H

38cm

2,500 - 5,000 AED
681 - 1,362 USD

Image 1

Image 3

Image 2

Image 4
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Front Image

Back Image

Lot 2

RELAX
A clear glass figure of a lady on clear base with a
comfortable and relaxed posture.
Approx.
Est.

10

L

28cm

W

10cm

10,000 - 18,000 AED
2,725 - 4,905 USD

H

68.5cm

Lot 3

GLI SPOSI GRIGIO
A glass sculpture in transparent
silver grey including the base.
Approx.

L

42cm
Est.

W

13cm

H

40cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

Front Image

Back Image
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Lot 4

GLI SPOSI CRISTALLO
An elegant sculpture full of light made of
clear glass including the base.
Approx.
Est.

Front Image

12

Back Image

L

38cm

W

13.5cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

H

39cm

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 5

IL BACIO
An incredibly expressive sculpture with magnificent
details in clear glass and black base.
Approx.

L

40cm
Est.

W

12cm

H

59cm

14,000 - 24,000 AED
3,815 - 6,540 USD

Image 3

13

Front Image

Back Image

Lot 6

AMANTI GRIGIO
This important sculpture representing lovers is
made in an extremely elegant transparent silver
grey produced by adding nickel to the base
formula for Venetian glass.
Approx.
Est.

14

L

35cm

W

13cm

10,000 - 18,000 AED
2,725 - 4,905 USD

H

56cm

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Lot 7

AFRODITE ARGENTO
A special glass sculpture edition of Afrodite in silver with an incredible combination of
colors from deep greens to dark blues. Not signed.
Approx.

L

17cm
Est.

W

10cm

H

33cm

4,000 - 8,000 AED
1,090 - 2,180 USD

15

Image 1

16

Image 2

Image 3

Lot 8

EXODUS 1 CHARACTER
A large glass sculpture edition including 24 carat
gold leaf. Impressive for dimension, technique, and
colors, is a rare and unique subject for Rosin.
Approx.

L

21cm
Est.

W

22cm

H

57cm

19000 - 27,000 AED
5,177 - 7,357 USD
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Lot 9

FANCIULLO SCAVO
A very rare glass sculpture representing the
"Fanciullo" subject in 24 carat gold leaf limited
edition using the ancient technique of scavo.
Damaged and restored.
Approx.
Est.

Image 1

Image 3
18

L

14cm

W

14cm

2,500 - 5,000 AED
681 - 1,362 USD

Image 2

Image 4
9

H

42cm

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 10

ALIEN
An elegant black opaline glass sculpture. A rare limited edition as a tribute to
famous artist, Brancusi. Not signed.
Approx.

L

19cm
Est.

W

21cm

H

60cm

12,000 - 24,000 AED
3,270 - 6,540 USD
19

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 11

Image 3

COBRA NERO
A special edition of cobra in black opaline glass
with a hint of deep purple when lit from behind.
This special color is produced by adding
manganese oxide. Not signed.
Approx.
Est.

20

L

23cm

W

33cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

H

45cm

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 12

PLANET
A glass sculpture characterized by spectacular
colors, intricate details, and captivating
creativity to represent a whole planet.
Approx.

L

24cm
Est.

W

10cm

H

23cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

Image 3

21

Lot 13

AFRODITE MAJESTIC
A large Afrodite and a unique edition of the
subject. Using the ancient technique of scavo
with a stunning deep purple color.
Approx.
Est.

Image 1
22

L

15cm

W

20cm

46,000 - 66,000 AED
12,534 - 17,984 USD

H

68cm

Image 2

Image 3
23

Lot 14

Image 1

COPPA
A large unique edition made as a
commission by the artist. The design of this
chalcedony sculpture is one the most difficult
to make in glass artwork. Adorned with so
many graceful and beautiful undulations and
enhanced with diverse, lively, flaming colors.
Approx.
Est.

24

L

36.5cm

W

35.5cm

52,000 - 72,000 AED
14,169 - 19,619 USD

H

63cm

Image 2

Image 3

25

Image 1

26

Image 2

Lot 15

FORCOLA
A very important sculpture from the
artist's entire collection of works. Unique
edition of a limited series; this large
chalcedony sculpture is over one meter tall
and is the emblem of the artist.
Approx.

L

16cm
Est.

W

25cm

H

97cm

60,000 - 80,000 AED
16,349 - 21,798 USD

Image 3

Image 4

27

Image 1

28

Image 2

Lot 16

MALINCONIA
A rare limited edition as a tribute to famous
artist, Brancusi. Mixed technique in
chalcedony and clear glass. The colors are
exquisite and the patterns in the glass are
unparalleled.
Approx.

L

31cm
Est.

W

25cm

H

61cm

50,000 - 70,000 AED
13,624 - 19,074 USD

Image 3

29

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Lot 17

NARCISO
A gold-bronze glass sculpture using sulfur
in the glass mix. A unique edition as a
tribute to Brancusi.
Approx.

L

14cm
Est.

30

W

26cm

H

41cm

12,000 - 24,000 AED
3,270 - 6,540 USD

Lot 18

FANCIULLO SCAVO
A very rare glass sculpture representing the
"Fanciullo" subject in 24 carat gold leaf
limited edition using the ancient technique
of scavo. Damaged and restored.
Approx.

L

14cm
Est.

W

14cm

H

42cm

2,500 - 5,000 AED
681 - 1,362 USD

Image 1

Image 3

Image 2

Image 4

31

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 19

EXODUS 3 CHARACTERS
A large glass sculpture, rare and produced on
commission. Highly detailed using a mix of
techniques; Alexandrite in the base and
chalcedony towards the top. Not Signed.
Approx.
Est.

Image 3
32

L

38cm

W

45cm

14,000 - 24,000 AED
3,815 - 6,540 USD

H

46cm

Front Image

Back Image

Lot 20

SASSO GRANDE
A glass sculpture using incredible techniques and colors representing stones that glow
like gems with stripes reflecting sunlight.
Approx.

L

20cm
Est.

W

13cm

H

44cm

12,000 - 24,000 AED
3,270 - 6,540 USD

33

Image 2

Image 1

34

Image 3

Lot 21

COBRA VERDE
A chalcedony glass sculpture representing a cobra;
one of the rarest subjects by the artist. A unique
edition with a stunning mix of colors and details
that seem to bring it to life.
Approx.

L

23cm
Est.

W

33cm

H

45cm

19,000 - 36,000 AED
5,177 - 9,809 USD

35

Front Image

Lot 22

AMANTI IN LILAC
A glass sculpture representing lovers. Using the
waves of chalcedony technique and made with
alexandrite, a unique glass that changes color
depending on the light.
Approx.

L

37cm
Est.

W

13cm

H

57cm

14,000 - 28,000 AED
3,815 - 7,629 USD
Back Image

36

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Lot 23

FIORE
A very rare glass sculpture with rainbow hues of chalcedony which are like
iridescent waves on which is lying an immortal flower. Not signed.
Approx.

L

24cm
Est.

W

24cm

H

24cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD
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Lot 24

FANCIULLO SCAVO
A very rare glass sculpture representing the
"Fanciullo" subject in 24 carat gold leaf
limited edition using the ancient technique
of scavo. Damaged and restored.
Approx.
Est.

Image 1

Image 3
38

Image 2

Image 4

L

14cm

W

14cm

2,500 - 5,000 AED
681 - 1,362 USD

H

42cm

Lot 25

AFRODITE VIOLA
An Afrodite glass sculpture made using the
combination of chalcedony and alexandrite.
Not signed.
Approx.

L

18cm
Est.

W

10cm

H

33cm

4,000 - 8,000 AED
1,090 - 2,180 USD

Image 1

Image 3

Image 2

Image 4
39

Lot 26

FANCIULLO SCAVO
A very rare glass sculpture representing the
"Fanciullo" subject in 24 carat gold leaf limited
edition using the ancient technique of scavo.
Approx.
Est.

Image 1

Image 3
40

Image 2

Image 4

L

14cm

W

14cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

H

42cm

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 27

GIOVANI AMANTI
A finely detailed glass sculpture made
using alexandrite that changes color
depending on the light. Not signed.
Approx.

L

40cm
Est.

W

30cm

H

40cm

6,000 - 12,000 AED
1,635 - 3,270 USD

Image 3
41

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 28

VERGOGNA
A glass sculpture using the technique of
chalcedony in opaque to semi-opaque glass
with variations and tones. Not signed.
Approx.
Est.

Image 3

Image 4

42

L

32cm

W

23cm

5,000 - 10,000 AED
1,362 - 2,725 USD

H

15cm

Image 1

Image 2

Lot 29

NUDO DI DONNA
An important glass sculpture of fine detail,
enhanced from every angle by the use of gold.
Approx.

L

32cm
Est.

W

15cm

H

15cm

7,000 - 14,000 AED
1,907 - 3,815 USD

Image 3

Image 4

43

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Lot 30

GATTO
A glass sculpture of a cat made with an incredible mix of shades
of colors using the chalcedony technique. One of the rarest
designs by the artist. Not signed.
Approx.
Est.

44

L

49cm

W

23cm

10,000 - 18,000 AED
2,725 - 4,905 USD

H

14cm

Front Image

Back Image

Lot 31

CIOTOLI BILANCIATI
A chalcedony glass sculpture representing
colored pebbles.
Approx.

L

26cm
Est.

W

16cm

H

49cm

12,000 - 24,000 AED
3,270 - 6,540 USD
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About US

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Estuary Auctions is a fully licensed auction house with head offices in
Addax Tower at the City of Lights, Al Reem Island, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Estuary Auctions has extensive experience in holding and managing Public or
Private bidding auctions.

SELLING CONDITIONS

Our collection consists of international select treasures that include
Persian Rugs and Carpets, Glass Ware, Ceramic, Porcelain, Opaline,
Bronze Islamic Metal ware, Antique Oriental Silver, Islamic Swords
and Daggers, Qurans, Orientalist and Contemporary Paintings, Paper
Money Notes, Coins and Jewellery.

Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject item/s to be
consigned.

Historically, the Antique and Fine Art market flourishes and
appreciates through economic booms as well as recessions.
Investors have built awareness by focusing on a new sector of secure
investments during hard economic times that differ from traditional
investments, since Antiques and Fine Art can easily liquidate through
auctions, private parties, dealers and collectors internationally.
Kindly visit our services page to better understand how we can help
you at an individual or business level.

Estuary Auctions has a team of professional evaluators that will help
appraise your item/s and welcome your consignment/s for sale at our
auction.

Upon signature of the sellers agreement the seller will be deemed to have
entered into a binding agreement with Estuary to promote, market,
advertise and offer for sale at Auction item/items belonging to the seller at
Estuary's effort and expense.
Withdrawal
If the seller wishes to withdraw a Lot entered for sale through Estuary
Auctions then a written notice must be delivered to Estuary Auctions no
later than 30 days prior to the scheduled Auction date whereby a 10%
withdrawal fee of the agreed reserve price will be charged and the lot will
only be returned once the fee is paid in full to Estuary.

We hope that you will enjoy the exhibition and good luck with your bidding!

Late Entry Lots
Late Entry Lots consigned within 30 days prior to Auction date will not be
withdrawn by the Seller prior to the scheduled auction date and will be
offered for sale at auction on the agreed sale date.

Services

INSURANCE

Confidentiality
The services of investment, appraisal and advice are strictly confidential
and can be arranged at our offices or on your premises.
Management
Whether you are a government entity, property developer, retailer, estate
owner, business entrepreneur or private collector, Estuary Auctions will
help manage auctioning your property, goods and/or equipment. Our
auctions are held publicly with extensive marketing at a national and an
international level, or privately by personal invitation at your request and
instruction.
Investment
Estuary Auctions will help you invest securely by providing professional
guidance and support on appreciating collectibles or by sourcing out
antique, fine art and/or collectible items that are of particular interest to you
at a strictly confidential level.
Professional Appraisals
A team of professional experts at Estuary Auctions will help appraise your
items at no cost and welcome your consignments for sale at our auction.
Estate Sales
For large scale sales such as estate clearances and appraisals, Estuary
Auctions is ready to meet your needs through a team of dedicated
professionals who are prepared to visit you internationally for the appraisal
and evaluation of potential consignments.
Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject consignments at their
own discretion.
Packaging and Shipping
Estuary Auctions is prepared to provide a detailed quote for your international shipping and professional packaging requirements on items
purchased through our auctions.
Registration Form
In order to bid you have to be registered.

The Seller is expected to fully insure their property, items, goods and/or
equipment prior to consignment. Estuary Auctions reasonably insures
consigned items through a third party insurer covering against loss or
damage by Estuary Auction’s handling in which and if so then the Seller
will be reimbursed the contractually agreed reasonable reserve price. Only
after full payment is received and confirmed, the Buyer may receive the
purchased item/s, however, upon delivery of such item/s, Estuary Auctions
insurance and all liabilities thereafter are terminated. In the case of
shipped out item/s the Buyer is responsible for all costs of shipping and
insurance.

SELLER’S FEES

Estuary Auctions charges a 20% fee of the value of the Hammer Price and
an additional 5% VAT of that fee, effective January 01, 2018 onwards, to
be paid by the Seller on each lot sold. Once the lot is consigned and the
seller’s contract is signed, the lot/s may no longer be withdrawn. If the
Buyer fails to pay for item/s, Estuary Auctions will pursue legal action and
no longer accept future bids or participation at auction and will return
unpaid item/s to the Seller. Once the Buyer has paid for items sold by the
Seller, the Seller will be paid the hammer price less the Sellers fee after 30
days. Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject items to be
consigned. Estuary Auctions reserves the right to withdraw consigned
items prior or during auction without advice and return to the seller.

BUYING AT ESTUARY AUCTIONS

First Step is to register, after which Estuary Auctions will issue a
permanent client no. for you (A complete registration of the Bidder will be
required including identification and Credit Card details), you will then be
issued a paddle with a no. to bid, If you ‘The Bidder’ win a bid you will
automatically enter a legally binding contract whereby you ‘The Buyer’
are expected to pay the hammer price plus the added buyer’s premium for
each lot bought to Estuary Auctions. You must inspect each lot prior to
sale and during viewing, each lot sold is “AS IS” and Estuary Auctions
will not hold responsibility for any defects or damages in any lot once
sold. There will be no discount, refund or exchange of a lot/s once sold.

AUCTION ESTIMATES
Estimates are a publicized complimentary service provided prior to
auctions, they are a forecasted prediction by Estuary of the approximate
range of the hammer prices upon sale of the lots. Estimates are not an
exact and final binding value or price guide to be strictly adhered to.
Factors taken into consideration upon providing an estimate include and
are not limited to: the nature of the lot and the date of the auction sale at a
particular marketplace.
CONDITION REPORTS
Condition reports are a complimentary service provided, they are a brief
and general overall description of the physical state of a lot including its
color, dimension and immediate visible characteristics, they are obtained
by visual inspection only and are released at the clients’ request. Please
note that minor flaws and wear may not necessarily be disclosed due to
their irrelevance taking into consideration the age of the lot, it is therefore
recommended for buyers to personally inspect items at the viewing stage
prior to sale.

BIDDING

In Person
After complete registration, you will be issued a permanent client no. and
given a paddle with a no. which must be raised to the auctioneer on the lot
you wish to purchase, if you win and are successful only by being the
highest bidder or the only bidder at reserve price, then at the drop of the
hammer you enter a legally binding contract becoming the Buyer and must
pay the hammer price and the buyer’s premium on each lot bought. After
you have ended bidding for the day, you may proceed to the cashier to pay.
Absentee
First time Bidders must first register then are issued a client no. by Estuary
Auctions after which they can fill out an Absentee Bid Form, this is a
private and confidential service. Estuary Auctions does not guarantee you
buy the lot since there may be a bidder that will over-bid you or a
duplicate absentee bid is received by Estuary Auctions before you.
Absentee bids must be received by Estuary Auctions 24 hours prior to
auction date. Estuary Auctions does not hold responsibility for internet,
computer or human error regarding the absentee bid service.
Online
Please refer to the website for further information about online bidding.

PAYMENT

It is of critical importance that the buyer ensures that they have readily available
funds to pay the Purchase Price and the Buyer’s Premium in full before making a
bid for the Lot. The buyer must pay the entire amount due (including the hammer
price, buyer's premium, tax) no later than 5p.m. on the seventh (7) business day
following the sale. After which an additional 7% will be added to the total
amount due. Payments must be made in UAE Dirhams with Credit Card; Wire
Transfer; bank check (UAE bank); or other arrangements made with Estuary
Auctions. Online Bidders must pay by Wire Transfer. Estuary Auctions reserves
the right to hold merchandise purchased by personal check until the check has
cleared the bank. The purchaser agrees to pay Estuary Auctions a handling charge
of AED 500 for any check dishonored by the drawee.
Please note: Payments made by anyone other than the registered Buyer will not
be accepted. Unless by prior arrangement.

BUYER’S PREMIUM

A Buyers’ Premium of 25% will be added to every lot sold. Please be advised that
from January 01, 2018 onwards, 5% VAT will be charged on top of the total
buyer’s premium.

PRIVATE AND MANAGED AUCTIONS

Seller and Buyer Premiums may differ at managed and private auctions and are
to be agreed contractually with clients at a case by case basis.

COLLECTION AND STORAGE

Once Estuary Auctions has received all clear funds due to us, the buyer shall
collect purchased lots within seven (7) business days from the date of the sale.
After the seventh day a storage charge of AED 100 +vat will be made per item
per day. Collection by appointment only.

TARIFFS

Estuary Auctions will not be responsible for local, import or export duties and
tariffs on purchased or consigned item/s.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY

Estuary Auctions reserves the right to accept or reject potential
consignment/s without necessarily providing an explanation. The Seller enters
into a binding contract, whereby, Estuary Auctions reasonably authenticates and
registers the seller’s identification along with confirming detailed and
documented full cover insurance of their item/s, property and/or equipment.
Estuary Auctions will act in a professional capacity, good faith and perform
reasonable precautionary measures on the matter of appraisals, estimates, advice
and representation, however, All lots sold are ‘AS IS’, certain Items/goods such
as antiques and fine art rarely have their original receipts or invoices, therefore,
Estuary Auctions holds no warranties and will not be held liable with regards to
and not limited to misinterpreted, misrepresented, represented and/or stolen items
that are consigned, sold or purchased through Estuary Auctions. In the event of
any discrepancy as of which is mentioned or in relation to the above, Estuary
Auctions will provide fair and reasonable cooperation, assistance and support to
the strictly jurisprudential and legally or potentially harmed party after the claim,
report, or complaint is officially delivered to Estuary Auctions within reasonable
time. Any proven discrepancy in a lot resulting in a claim by the Buyer against
Estuary Auctions or the Seller will be limited to the actual purchase price of the
lot and as governed by the local laws and regulations.
The above Terms and Conditions are as of December 1, 2019. For Further
information regarding the above, please contact Estuary Auctions.
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